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Vocabulary 

Look at the pictures and fill in the blanks with appropriate word or phrase. There is 

one extra picture. 

 
 

1. The students do experiments in the school ……………….. . 

2. At this ……………….. domestic flights go from terminal 3. 

3. A large area of land where it is always dry is a ……………… . 

4. We live on the ………………… . 
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2 Match the definitions with the words. There is one extra word. 

 

5. to find an answer to a problem                    a. range 

6. a set of similar things           b. a few 

7. good for your body           c. belief 

8. a small number of things or people                            d. solve 

                        e. healthy 
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3 Fill in the blanks with the given words. One word is extra. 

 

gave up  future  paradise  successful  vacation 

9. No one knows what will happen in the ………………… . 

10. They are going to the North for their ………………… . 

11. She ……………….. her job to find a better paid one. 

12. Some people are very ……………….. in their lives. 
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4 Fill in the blanks with your own words. Use only one word for each blank. 

 

13. Mashhad ……………….. millions of tourists each year. 

14. Hard work is the ……………….. to scientists‟ success. 

1 

5 Which one is different? 

 

15. microbe  bacteria  plain  virus 

16. energetic  powerful  weak  strong 
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Grammar 

Choose the correct answer. 

 

17. Do you have a ……………….. bag? 

a. plastic big black       b. black big plastic   c. big plastic black    d. big black plastic 

18. Our class is ……………….. to the library. 

       a. under             b. next            c. in   d. on 
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7 Write the correct form of the words in the parentheses. 

 

19. He was working on a difficult problem when the power .................... out. (go) 

20. Damavand is ……………….. mountain of Iran. (tall) 

21. They are going ……………….. a car next week. (buy) 

 

1.5 

8 Read the text. Complete it with appropriate prepositions. 

Mr. Brown wanted to travel to one of the cities …22… England. They had told him that the 

train would leave ...23… 7:20. He was in a hurry since he thought he might have missed 

the train. Unfortunately, there was heavy traffic everywhere ...24… Monday morning. He 

got to the station a few minutes after 7. 

 

1.5 

9 Answer the question. Use self pronoun. 

25. Who helped Edison to invent the first light bulb?  

       Nobody, he ……………………………………… . 

 

1 
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Writing 

 

Change the following adjectives to adverbs. 

 

26. fast  angry  probable  good 
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11 Read the text. Find nouns, adjectives and verbs. Write them in appropriate columns. 

 

27. Travel is a good way of learning about the world. It teaches us many interesting         

things about different nationalities. 

 

Nouns Verbs   Adjectives 

............ ………….   …………. 

............ ………….   …………. 

............    …………. 

............ 

............ 

 

2.5 

12 Unscramble the following sentences. 

 

28. is  it‟s  pyramids  famous  for  Egypt  wonderful.   

29. the  plan  everyone  for  to  future  needs 
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Pronunciation 

Which one is different in intonation pattern? 

 

30. Which one is different in intonation pattern? 

      a. What are you doing ?                   b. I am doing my homework. 

      c. Is he a student?                   d. Where does he live? 

0.5 

 

14 

Reading 

Mini comprehension: Read the sentences and choose the best answer. 

 

31. Tourism can be domestic or international. The first ones travel to different parts                  

of their own country .The second ones travel abroad. 

 According to the above sentences an Iranian person who travels to Mashhad……………. 

 tourist.   

     a. isn‟t a           b. isn‟t an Iranian          c. is an international           d. is a domestic 

 

32. Alexander Fleming found a new medicine when he was working on antibiotics. It was   

    the amazing penicillin. From these sentences, we understand that the   medicine was 

………………… . 

a. dangerous             b. useful  c. harmful  d. risky 

 

2 

15 Cloze Passage: Complete the text with the words given. There is one extra word. 

become  behave  animals  around  solve  making 

 

There are different types of scientists. Some of them study plants, seas and …33… . Others 

study people and how they ...34… and learn. Some scientists like to study history and 

languages. Others are interested in ...35… new things. Some of them ...36… very famous 

and rich. But this is not what they call „success‟. 

. 
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16 Reading Comprehension: Read the text carefully and answer the questions. 

 

Jack Smith was traveling around the country in his car. One evening he was driving along a 

road and trying to find a small hotel when he saw an old man at the side of the road. He 

stopped his car and said to the old man, “I want to go to the Sun Hotel. Do you know it?” 

“Yes, the old man answered.” I will show you the way. He got into Jack‟s car and they 

drove for about twelve miles. When they came to a small house, the old man said. “ stop 

here.” Jack stopped and looked at the house. “But this isn‟t a hotel,” he said to the old man. 

No, the old man answered, “this is my house and now I‟ll show you the way to the Sun 

Hotel. Turn around and go back nine miles. Then you will see the Sun Hotel on the left.” 

 

37. Where did Jack want to go? 

38. Whom did Jack ask to help him? 

39. How far did they drive? 

40. Jack stopped his car because he saw a friend.        a. true      b. false 

41. Jack stayed in the old man‟s house that night.        a. true      b. false 

 

Good Luck 
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